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1. Introduction and objectives of study 

Wooden furniture is a significant business globally. Furniture import into the EU in 

2000 was worth US$ 4.89billion. Wooden furniture represented 62% of total EU 

furniture import equivalent to US$ 3.33billion. (Kaplinsky et al. 2003.) 

During the years 2010-2013, import of furniture into the EU decreased by 12.7%. 

Wooden furniture export from Indonesia to the EU decreased 31.8% (UN Comtrade 

2014). A rapid conclusion would be, that furniture business overall has been 

declining in the most recent years but Indonesia has been a bigger loser than the 

other producing countries in average. 

Furniture business is changing rapidly. Global economy, growing demand for 

sustainable and “greener” products, forest- and trade related policies, timber legality 

assurance systems, raw material availability and price, to mention a few.  

The EU and Indonesia launched Voluntary Partnership Negotiation (VPA) in 2007. 

The VPA is a legally binding trade agreement which aims to ensure that only legal 

timber and timber products from Indonesia enter the EU market. The VPA aims to 

reduce illegal logging in Indonesia but it might increase transaction costs, thus have a 

negative impact on small and medium sized forestry enterprises (SMFE´s). (EFI, 

2014.) 

The aim of this thesis will be to increase understanding of wooden furniture value 

chain from Indonesian furniture producer to the EU market, exploring how ongoing 

policies effect on the value chain and how to improve the small scale producer´s 

position in this environment. To define and to understand competitiveness of 

Indonesian small scale furniture producer and how possibly to improve it, the value 

chain functions has to be analyzed one by one. Value chain theory by (Kaplinsky et 

al. 2003) and theories of value chains and competitiveness by Porter (1985) and 

theory of value chain upgrade by Humphrey & Schmitz (2005) are used as a base for 

this study. 
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Objectives of this study: 

1. To understand the furniture value chain from Indonesia to the EU market. 

2. To estimate the influence of current EU policy i.e. the EU Forest Law 

Enforcement Governance and Trade Action Plan (EU FLEGT AP) & the VPA to 

furniture value chain. 

Study questions: 

1. What are the main challenges of the furniture industry in Jepara? 

2. How the relevant forest related policy (EU FLEGT Action Plan and Indonesian 

timber legality assurance system, SVLK) affect the furniture value chain from 

Indonesia to the EU market. 

3. What should small scale furniture industry do to adapt to changing business 

environment and to improve their position? 

2. Background 

�

2.1. Furniture business 

�

Furniture import into the EU in 2000 was US$ 4.89billion. Wood furniture products 

represented 62% of total extra-EU furniture imports equivalent to US$ 3.33billion 

(Kaplinsky et al. 2003). Ten years later furniture import was EUR 14.23billion. 

Share of wooden products was only 33%, EUR 4,67billion.  

Decline in market share of wooden furniture could be partly explained by impressive 

growth of Chinese furniture exports. Chinese suppliers expanded the furniture 

business to the EU from EUR 5.3.billion to EUR 8.15billion during 2006-2010 

(52.8% growth). Also Vietnam and Taiwan increased their export volume to the EU, 

16.2% and 10.7% respectively. Indonesia lost 22.3% of export volume at the same 

time (Eurostat 2014). 
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During the last three years 2010-2013, overall imports of furniture into the EU have 

decreased 12.7%. At a same time wooden furniture imports decreased 20.2%. 

Wooden furniture exports from Indonesia to the EU decreased 31.8% (UN Comtrade 

2014). A rapid conclusion would be, that furniture business overall has been 

declining in the most recent years, specifically wooden furniture business. Indonesia 

has been a bigger loser than other exporters in average. China has been the biggest 

winner at this period and is the biggest exporter to the EU. Vietnam has also been 

growing and has shifted as a second biggest furniture exporter to the EU, overtaking 

Indonesia. 

In 2012 Indonesia´s furniture export value reached US$1.79billion, of which more 

than a half was wood furniture products. Furniture industry is highly labor intensive 

and also dominated by small and medium enterprises (SMEs) (Purnomo et al. 2013). 

2.2. Study area, Jepara district 

�

Jepara district in central Jawa (Figure 1) has more than 11.000 furniture business 

units and employs over 100.000 workers. Furniture industry processes nearly one 

million cubic meters of wood annually. Roda (2007) estimated, that a direct round 

wood input to Jepara was about 707 000 m3/year, and an indirect input, was about 

846 000 m3/ year (independent log parks and subcontracting sawmills). The total 

consumption was over 1.55 million m3/year, which means, that one employee was 

sustained by approximately 9 m3 of a round wood per year. Jepara is famous for its 

traditional teak furniture with strong carvings. 

�

�
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The export value decreased nearly 15% between 2005 and 2012. Decrease is 

continuing at a rate of 6% annually (Purnomo 2014). The furniture industry in Jepara 

has suffered severely since the monetary crisis in 1998. More than 20% of furniture 

business units did not survive between 2005 and 2010 (Shantiko et al. 2014). 

Most suppliers in Jepara are highly specialized and deal with a single end product. 

The majority (95.5%) are companies run by a single family. Nearly all the enterprises 

have at least a one regular partner company, even they would not have any 

arrangements in an ownership. To say, the companies in Jepara are strongly 

interlinked and form a complex network of enterprises (Roda 2007). According to 

Purnomo (2014) the SMEs have a low negotiation position compared to the larger 

producers, which are united in ASMINDO (Indonesian Furniture Industry and 

Handicraft Association). Reasons for the low bargaining capability are e.g. lack of 

marketing skills. 

The Furniture Value Chains Project (FVC) was launched by Center for International 

Forestry Research (CIFOR) in 2008. Aims of the project were enhancing the 

structure and function of the Jepara furniture industry and improving marketing by 

small-scale furniture producers and their industry associations in a town. The final 

report was published 2013 with several findings and recommendations. (ACIAR, 

2014.)  
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The project led to small scale furniture producers to form an association called Jepara 

Small-scale Furniture Producers Association (APKJ). Through this association, 

members were able to access new markets and bank loans. The local government has 

recognized APKJ and is committed to fund marketing activities. Final report was 

published 2013 with several findings and recommendations. The project 

concentrated mainly on the perspective of Indonesian stakeholders, thus the 

perspective of international buyers´ was mostly missing. 

2.3. Forestry in Indonesia  

�

Forests and inland water bodies cover an area of 125.74 million hectares; 

conservation forest covering 21.81 million hectares, protected forest covering 29.99 

million hectares and production forest covering 73.94 million hectares. (Department 

of agriculture and water recourses, 2014.) 

Forests in Indonesia are categorized as state forests and forests subject to rights. State 

forests have three functions, namely conservation, protection, and production. 

Conservation forests are intended to conserve forest ecosystems, including  

biodiversity. Protection forests are largely intended for forest hydrological purposes 

and production forests are intended to produce timber, fiber, bio-energy, and non-

timber forest products. Forest operations in state forests are only permitted in 

production forests through forest concessionaires. To guarantee the long term 

sustainability, the Indonesian government has prepared laws, regulations and 

guidance documents.To ensure the implementation of laws and regulations, 

Indonesia has developed a new mandatory legality verification system known as 

Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu (SVLK). This policy is mandatory for all 

businesses. (Department of agriculture and water recourses, 2014.) 

For the actors in right-based forests, the government encourages to establish 

management units such as community forest management cooperatives. These units 

can then obtain a group SVLK certificate. 
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Harvesting timber from state forests is governed by a massive set of national laws.  

Fulfilment of the obligations of the laws and regulations is audited by an independent 

agency. The harvester that passes the sustainable forest management audit obtains a 

Sustainable Forest Management Certificate (PHPL) or a Timber Legality Certificate 

(SLK). (FAO, 2016.) 

Since 1 January 2013, Indonesian government has required that the timber products 

for export have to accompany a V-Legal Document, to assure the legality of the 

products from harvesting to transporting, trading and processing.  

  

In community forest the access to land and tenure for local communities is 

recognized as one mechanism to support economic development in rural areas. Local 

people can also get personal use cutting permit to harvest smaller volume of timber. 

Local communities are allowed to utilize forest resources as a material for shelter and 

cultural purposes. When rural communities want to manage such forest land, they are 

encouraged to implement a community plantation forest, community forest or village 

forest. (FAO, 2016.) 

The Ministry of Forestry is developing and supporting community forestry in several 

schemes, namely Hutan Tanaman Rakyat (HTR), Hutan Kemasyarakatan (HKm), 

and Hutan Desa (HD). The schemes are intended to improve community rights to 

state forest and also the management of state forests. Expected outcome of these 

schemes is improved livelihoods of rural people. (Department of agriculture and 

water recourses, 2014.) 

Teak (Tectona grandis) in Indonesia: 

Teak and mahogany are among the most valuable tropical timber species used in 

furniture industry. In late 1990´s, the Indonesian furniture producers turned to mass 

production of cheap furniture both for domestic and international markets. This trend 

threatened the sustainability of teak and mahogany plantations. Jepara is specialized 

on teak furniture and is famous for that. Consumers, especially domestic buyers 
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demand for teak furniture from Jepara, but the producers in Jepara are facing serious 

shortage on adequate quality and decent price raw material. Shifting to other, 

possibly better feasible timber species is complicated. Tradition to produce teak 

furniture and expectations from buyers put pressure to continue with teak.  

Teak has been planted and grown in nearly 70 countries in the tropics and subtropics. 

Natural teak forests exist only in four countries: India, Lao PDR, Myanmar and

Thailand. Natural teak forests covers an estimated area of 29.035 million ha, almost 

half of it in Myanmar. Myanmar is the only country exporting teak from natural 

forests to the international market. (IUFRO, 2016.)

Logs from plantations are typically smaller in size and they do not have the same 

technical characteristics of natural teak such as durability and weather resistance. As 

mentioned earlier, Indonesia has no natural teak forests. There have been a shortage 

on teak supplies and prices have been going up. This has led to shift towards even 

younger teak material use.  

Teak seems to be number one, when producing outdoor furniture or decking material 

for yachts. When producing indoor furniture for domestic market, teak has got an 

image and self- value, thus it is reasoned to use high cost raw material. When 

producing for foreign indoor markets, teak is valuated in a same category as any 

other “tropical hard woods”. 

2.4. Illegal logging 

Illegal logging occurs all over the globe. In some countries more than half of all 

timber harvested is logged illegally. Illegal logging causes great damage, social, 

economic and environmental.Illegal logging has resulted as an enormous loss on 

both revenue and forest resources. As a consequence illegal logging has raised top 

priority of global forest policy agenda. Donors and governments have started to 

develop schemes to combat illegal logging. Even though the problem is widely 
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known, little is known of root courses of illegal logging, impacts on biodiversity and 

economies.   

According to Tacconi (2007), despite the negative impacts, many stakeholders 

including rural communities, are also benefiting from illegal logging. This raises a 

question of tackling illegal logging without causing worse poverty in rural 

communities. Tacconi (2007) claims, that illegal logging can be tackled only by 

understanding the underlying economic, political and social drivers. 

Nearly 24 million hectares of Indonesia´s forests were lost during 1990 to 2010. 

Several more million hectares were degraded. Illegal logging was the major 

contributor to deforestation. Biggest driver for illegal logging was trade; therefore it 

has a remarkable role in addressing the problem. The EU is among biggest markets 

to Indonesian timber products. Indonesia supplies about one third of tropical timber 

imported to the EU market by value. (EFI, 2014.) 

Indonesia decided to fight against illegal logging and hosted a regional conference in 

2001, which concluded with the Bali Declaration on Forest Law Enforcement and 

Governance (FLEG), commonly called as “flegt without t”. This was a starting point 

to make illegal logging as a global issue. EU Forest Law Enforcement, Governance 

and Trade (FLEGT) Action Plan of 2003, aiming to address illegal logging through 

both demand and supply side action, was launched shortly after the FLEG (Mavi, 

2014). FLEGT Action Plan includes VPAs, Voluntary Partnership Agreements. 

Indonesia launched multi stakeholder process in 2003 to design a national timber 

legality assurance system, System Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu (SVLK). The final aim 

of SVLK is to ensure that all the timber products in Indonesia are from legal sources. 

SVLK also includes the timber product processor are compliant with relevant local 

laws and regulations (Mavi 2014). 

FLEGT Action Plan, VPAs, EU Timber Regulation and dialogue with other big 

wood based product producing countries are a part of global movement towards 

ending illegal logging. The United States and Australia are also prohibiting trade 

with illegal timber. The US is contributing with “Lacey Act” and Australia with 
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Illegal Logging Prohibing Act (ILPA). Also Japan is going to implement its own 

legislation in nearest future. 

2.5. Policy environment 

There are several initiatives related to furniture value chain from Indonesia to the EU 

market, as well as related to small and medium sized enterprises (SME´s) in Jepara. 

Here I discuss main policy phenomena, EU policies related to wooden products and 

Indonesian timber legality assurance system.  

2.5.1.The European Union FLEGT action plan 

The European Union established Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade 

action plan (EU FLEGT AP) in 2003 to combat illegal logging by supporting 

sustainable and legal forest management. EU FLEGT AP also aims to improve 

governance and to promote trade in legally produced timber and wood products (EFI 

2014).

The EU Timber Regulation (EUTR), a part of EU FLEGT AP, came into force on 

March 2013. The EUTR prohibits importing companies from placing wooden 

products derived from illegally harvested timber on the EU market. Importing 

companies are required to exercise “due diligence”-system. According to EFI 2014, 

due diligence means that “operator must have access to information on the source of 

the wood product (including tree species, origin of the wood and compliance with 

national laws and regulations) and take steps to assess and minimize the risk of 

placing illegal timber on EU markets”. 

A Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA), also a part of EU FLEGT AP, is a 

legally binding trade agreement between the European Union and a country outside 

the EU. The aim of the VPA is to assure that timber products exported to the EU 

market come from legal sources. When the VPA is ratified and implemented, 

requirement of due diligence to each shipment is no longer in effect. 
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Indonesia is one of the first six countries which have signed VPA (EFI 2014). 

Currently EU and Indonesia is developing the systems to control, verify and license 

legal timber. Indonesia has launched its´ own timber legality system called System 

Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu (SVLK). SVLK has been in effect from the beginning of 

2013. Small scale timber enterprises were afforded additional time until the end of 

2014 (Obidzinski et al. 2014). 

There exist also critical views on EU FLEGT AP. Giurca and Jonsson (2015) argues 

that even illegal logging is considered as a problem by a range of the actors, not all 

see that EUTR nor FLEGT is a perfect policy to combat illegal logging. The 

bureaucracy, complexity of the regulation and improper enforcement and as well as 

view that it can add a transaction cost to business, are seen as problems.  

2.5.2.VPA negotiations between Indonesia and the EU 

�

A Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA), a part of EU FLEGT AP, is a legally 

binding trade agreement between the European Union and a country outside the EU, 

which aims to assure that timber products exported to the EU market are originated 

from legal sources.�

The VPA addresses the causes of illegal logging by improving forest governance and 

law enforcement. A major strength of the VPA is that it also takes into account 

development and environmental issues, as well as how policies affect local people. 

VPA negotiations between Indonesia and the EU began in 2007. Indonesia became 

the first Asian country to ratify the VPA and is now one of six countries that are 

implementing VPAs with the EU. There are nine more countries at a negotiating 

phase to initiate VPAs (EFI, 2014). 

Indonesia and the EU agreed on the terms of VPA with cooperative process, sharing 

the main goals of eliminating illegality and improving forest sector governance. 

Negotiations involved representatives from civil society organizations, the private 

sector and several government ministries and agencies to achieve a broad consensus 

among stakeholders. Key elements of the VPA include a timber legality assurance 
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system which issues FLEGT-licences (see below), improvements to forest 

governance and a framework for monitoring and evaluating socio-economic and 

environmental impacts of the VPA. 

An Indonesia-EU Joint Implementation Committee (JIC) was established to control 

implementation of the VPA. JIC is supported by both parties and is located in 

Indonesia’s Ministry of Environment and Forestry. The JIC organizes joint expert 

meetings every two months and all records and discussions are made public.  

Each VPA negotiation is underpinned by national, robust timber legality assurance 

system (SVLK in Indonesia, see below). The system verifies that timber and timber 

based products are logged and produced legally, and allows exporting country to 

award a FLEGT-license. FLEGT-license is awarded to each verified consignment by 

local authority. The EU is supporting on implementation of legality assurance 

system. Once the system is implemented and evaluated independently, the EU will 

accept only FLEGT-licensed shipments from the partner country.While finalizing 

this thesis, Indonesia and the EU agreed that Indonesia shall begin FLEGT licensing 

on 15th November 2016. 

Putera Parthama, Director General of Sustainable Forest Management at Indonesia’s 

Ministry of Environment and Forestry noted that “Indonesia has achieved great 

progress in bringing its forest sector under control and improving transparency, 

participation and other aspects of good forest governance through a process of 

dialogue and compromise among all stakeholder groups.”, at the 5th meeting of Joint 

Implementation Committee (JIC) in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, 15.9.2016 (EFI, 2014). 

The JIC also agreed on activities in which the EU and Indonesia will follow the 

continual improvement of Indonesia’s national timber legality assurance system and 

VPA implementation. Agreed activities include continuation of the multi-stakeholder 

process, data collection, independent forest monitoring, law enforcement, and 

monitoring the market for FLEGT-licenced products. 

“The decision to begin FLEGT licensing is a landmark achievement in a partnership 

that links EU businesses and consumers with legal traders in Indonesia,” said 
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Vincent Guérend, the EU Ambassador to Indonesia and co-chair of the JIC 

(FLEGT.ORG, 2016). 

“By guaranteeing legality, FLEGT licences should not only make business more 

efficient for traders in both Indonesia and the EU but also strengthen governance and 

ensure fairness to all forest stakeholders,” said Guérend. “They are the result of 

increasing transparency and better accountability and stakeholder participation in 

decisions about forests. Today, all of Indonesia’s timber exports are from 

independently audited factories and forests”. (FLEGT.ORG, 2016.) 

Statements are also contradicting. According to Obidzinsky et al. (2014) many 

SMFE´s are reluctant to pursue Indonesian national Timber Legality Assurance 

System (SVLK), due to concerns about high costs and uncertainty of benefits. Even 

though SVLK has been mandatory from the beginning of 2013, small scale 

enterprises have been afforded an additional time until the end of 2014. 

The EU has already completed internal procedures to recognise FLEGT licences 

from Indonesia. Competent authorities and timber importers in the 28 EU Member 

States are now preparing to receive the world's first shipments of FLEGT-licensed 

timber. ”. (FLEGT.ORG, 2016.) 

2.5.3.Indonesia, SVLK 

Indonesia has developed a rigorous system for assuring the legality of timber and 

timber products. Multi-stakeholder approach was used during process. Work began 

already before VPA negotiations started in 2007. Indonesian timber legality 

assurance system, System Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu (SVLK) was implemented 

partially in 2014. From beginning of 2015 it has been mandatory for all the forestry 

sector actors. Indonesia has used the SVLK to audit more than 23 million hectares of 

forests and over 2700 forestry sector companies (EFI, 2014). A flip side of 

implementing rigorous legality scheme is an additional burden for SME`s, both time 

consuming and financial costs. 
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The VPAs require five essential components to be included in legality assurance 

system: 

1. Legality definition: Clearly stating the aspects of laws for which the system 

will systematically seek evidence of compliance.  

2. Supply chain control: Ensuring that unverified products shall not enter the 

supply chain. 

3. Verification of compliance: Checking that all VPA requirements of legality 

definition and supply chain control is met. Over 20 independent companies in 

Indonesia are verifying the compliance. These companies are operating under 

ISO rules and are accredited by Indonesian National Accreditation 

Committee (KAN).  

4. FLEGT licensing: FLEGT licensing authority, License Information Unit 

(LIU), under the Ministry of Forestry, issues FLEGT-licenses for each 

shipment of timber products. The verification system must have evidence that 

shipment is legally compliant. Indonesia has over 20 FLEGT licensing 

authorities. 

5. Independent audit: Independent auditing to check regularly all aspects of a 

legality assurance system. The VPA annex provides terms of reference for the 

auditor. Audits must take place at least once a year. The auditor reports for 

the Joint Implementation Committee and a public report. The auditor needs to 

comply with ISO auditing rules. 

6. (In addition, civil society monitoring is included in SVLK.) 

Implementation of SVLK has been a long journey. “SVLK clinics” were established 

around Indonesia in centric areas of wooden products production, such as Jepara, 

Yogyakarta, Cirebon, Bali and so on.  
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SVLK is not only a legality of timber. It includes also working safety and social 

issues. In Figure 2 a small scale furniture producer is presenting first aid kit and 

safety glasses, which are a part of SVLK requirements. In a picture is visible also the 

fire escape route, which has to be open at all the time and included in fire escape 

plan. 
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Figure 3 illustrates how every single piece of sawn wood is labeled with an 

identification code. Each piece is recorded in balance sheet (figure 4) when raw 

material enters the warehouse.  

Further on, carpenters updates the balance sheet daily, based on the raw material 

consumption. Also the conversion of timber into final product and waste timber is 

reported. This means that the warehouse and the stock could be checked at any time 

by an auditing company and book keeping should prove that there is only SVLK 

certified timber in the stock. 
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3. Theoretical framework 

3.1. Value chain theory 

A value chain “describes the full range of activities that are required to bring a 

product or service from conception, through the intermediary phases of production 

(involving a combination of physical transformation and the input of various 

producer services), delivery to final consumers, and final disposal after use” 

(Kaplinsky 2004). 

From small to medium and large multinational companies are not only more 

interconnected, but are also deeper interdependent. For an example larger enterprises 

may rely on smaller enterprises e.g. as a supplier of various inputs, preliminary 

products or as a service provider. Interdependency might concern also their 

marketing and distribution network, especially in rural areas (Herr and Muzira 2009). 

If the situation is, that enterprises are more and more dependent on each other, so are 

the livelihoods these enterprises generate. 

At the same time, a competition between companies from emerging markets is 

increasing. Not only in an export market but also in a domestic market. When the 

competitive weapons are price and reducing costs of the production, small scale 

producers are often at the losing position. Value chain research needs understanding 

of core transactions within the chain. Research has to identify the hiding causes of 

bottle-necks in the value chain. It is also important to understand the nature of 

relationships between stakeholders and both formal and informal market functions 

(Herr and Muzira 2009). 

3.2. Value chain and competitiveness  

Defining the competitiveness and improving it starts with analyzing the value chain. 

When describing the value chain, operation of company is divided into different 

functions. These functions are e.g production, marketing and delivery. By analyzing 
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these functions one by one, a company can localize potential improvements. (Porter, 

1985.)

By systematic study on value chain, the formation of costs can be understood and 

possibly find ways to differentiate from competitors. The company could produce 

with lower costs, or conduct some functions better than its competitor. 

Starting point to this is recognizing the needs of customers and fulfilling them. Value 

chain analysis is therefore more than just calculating costs of production. Through 

value chain analysis the aim is to add value to customers and finally to improve 

profitability (Haapanen et al, 2005). 

It is possible to gain advantage in competitiveness in every function.  To succeed, the 

company needs not only to achieve competitiveness in costs, but also in research and 

development, marketing and services. It also needs to understand connections 

between different functions both inside the company and other stakeholders (Porter 

2006).  

Value chain -analyze help to identify new possibilities in business field and to 

recognize threats. It functions also as a tool, when assessing a quality of service, 

efficiency of functions, profitability and risk management (Haapanen et al, 2005).  

In a value chain model (figure 5), functions of company are grouped in two 

categories, supportive functions and core functions. Core functions are related to 

actual production and selling, when supportive functions are supporting core 

functions. Each function causes expenses for producer and at a same time value add 

to customer (Reinikainen et al, 2002). 
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Five core functions are stocking, production, sales& marketing, logistics and after 

marketing.  

Stocking means functions related to incoming logistics and warehouse. Production 

includes functions related to actual product finalizing. Examples of these functions in 

furniture industry are sawing, carving, gluing, packing and quality control.  

Sales& marketing activities include functions generating sales of the products. 

Advertising, web-pages, customer contacting, sales supporting and pricing are the 

examples of this category. Logistic functions include collecting the products from 

warehouse, re-packing if needed, loading a truck or a container and final delivery to 

the customer. After-marketing includes functions aiming to improve the value of the 

sold product and maintain the relationship with customer. Taking care of possible 

reclamations and delivering needed accessories are examples of this category (Porter 

1985).  

Each core function in these categories might be crucial, when improving 

competitiveness (Porter, 2006). 
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Porter (1985) categorizes supportive functions into four main categories, namely 

infrastructure of company, human resources, technical investments and procurement. 

Functions in each category vary according to the scope of the business.   

Procurement includes functions related to raw material, machinery, tools and 

buildings purchasing. Improving methods of procurement might affect strongly to 

costs and quality of products. (Porter 1985.) 

Improving technology is a part of improving the value chain. Technology appears in 

many different forms, from technical know-how to processing technology. Company 

might utilize several different technologies according to the field of business and 

products. Improving technology aims to improve either product itself or to improve 

processing technology. Improving may focus on basic research, product 

development, media research, machinery, service etc. (Porter 1985.) 

Controlling human resources are related to hiring new stuff, training and job 

satisfaction. The skills and motivation of human resources have impact on whole 

value chain of the company. In some cases, this supportive function category is the 

most critical for success. (Porter 1985.) 

The infrastructure of the company, including general management, planning, 

finances, book keeping, operations related to legislation and quality management 

supports value chain as a whole. Often costs of infrastructure are high, but it is a 

crucial element of value chain. (Porter 1985.) 

Policy environment is affecting to the value chain at all stages. Total cost of 

production is a result of costs of supportive and core business functions and costs of 

fulfilling the requirements set by governments. (Porter 1985.) 

�
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3.3. Global value chain upgrading (GVC) 

According to Humphrey (2004), increasing number of new low cost suppliers is 

entering the global markets. They have an advantage of lower costs, making the 

business highly competitive for producing companies. Therefore the pressure is 

growing for producers in developing countries to improve their performance to attain 

or retain their competitiveness.  

Based on literature on competitiveness by Cattaneo, Gereffi,& Staritz (2010), the 

most viable strategy is to upgrade the value chain. To say, produce better products, 

producing more efficiently or move into higher skilled business.  

Often producers in developing countries have to follow requirements set by buyers. 

These requirements reflect the demand from developed markets. Fulfilling these 

requirements, supplier companies need to improve their skills. As a result, supplier 

company reaches new skills and may also allow them to access new businesses 

(Humphrey & Schmitz, 2005). These changes in activities can be referred as 

upgrading (Humphrey, 2004). 

Value chain upgrade can be identified as following (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2000): 

Process upgrading, transforming inputs more efficiently into final products by 

reorganizing existing methods or by better technology. 

Product upgrading, supplier moving into more complicated products.  

Functional upgrading, aiming to gain new function to improve general skill level of 

the company. 

Value chain upgrade leads the producers to generate higher economic revenue. It is 

also a possibility for the company to change their position on the global value chain.  
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For example producer could move from just manufacturing to design or even 

branding. This kind of upgrading is also described as a path from Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) to Original Design Manufacturer (ODM) and 

further to Original Design Manufacturer (ODM).  

The core meaning of OEM is that a manufacturer produces a part or a whole product 

according to the buyer´s requirements. Usually this kind of product is marked with a 

brand, which the buyer owns, not with the producers (Lin 2008).  On the other 

words, OEM is a form of commercial subcontracting. ODM is commonly defined as 

a contract type, where producer provides both design services and mass production 

Manufacture is responsible for a part of product design but usually a rough design 

layout is provided by the buyer. OBM refers to a company, which is selling products 

under its own brand (Yang 2006).  

According to Ding, 2008, ODM mode has higher technical content and higher 

economic revenue than OEM mode. OBM is typically a company focusing on design 

and marketing only, not particularly in production.  

At this premise, global value chain gives for producers in developing countries a 

chance to learn from global buyers. Learn about how to improve all their processes, 

to attain high quality and consistency (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2005). 

Gereffi (1999) named as “organizational succession” a process where manufacturers 

start with producing low cost, simple, thus low value added products and then move 

to producing higher value added, often more complicated products. This study also 

aims to recognize constrains to upgrade in value chain as well as possibilities.  
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4. Methods 

This study is carried out by using both qualitative and quantitative study methods. 

Due to explorative and policy oriented objective, relatively informal research design 

was applied to remain close to the small scale businesses everyday life. In a very 

beginning of the study, one deep interview was conducted in Finland. A manager 

from furniture importing company was interviewed to gain a general overview of the 

state of the furniture business. The company was importing wooden furniture from 

Indonesia and sold products both via her own shops and wholesales network. She 

imported mainly wooden furniture and mainly from Indonesia. 

Firstly in Indonesia furniture value chain experts from Center for International 

Forestry Research (CIFOR) were interviewed. The aims of these interviews were to 

map a recent situation on the furniture sector in Indonesia. Aim was also to list most 

important stakeholders (key informants) on the ground to be interviewed later. Based 

on this list, first interviewees were decided. Meetings with first key informants were 

agreed via e-mail.  

When local suppliers were interviewed, a direct observation was combined, to get a 

deeper understanding of the value chain and a flow of the information. 

A local assistant/ interpreter were agreed in advance. The assistant was chosen based 

on his fluency both in Bahasa Indonesia and English and also knowledge in the 

furniture industry of Jepara. Two sepeda motors (110cc mopeds) were rented, which 

was the fastest and the cheapest way of local traveling. 

Also a snowball method was used time to time, when exact planning in advance was 

not possible. Exact planning in advance was not always possible due to e.g. low 

budget, which forced to take cheapest last moment travelling means. As an example, 

a cheap flight ticket to Bali was purchased for four days round trip. This was possible 

because no other meetings were agreed for that time and it was reasoned to visit Bali 

due to its specific role as a business center for wooden products. Bali is called as a 
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show window of Indonesia for foreign businesses. There was only one day to book 

accommodation and organizing, therefore a snowball method for this round trip was 

used. A hostel nearby the airport was booked and packing and transporting 

companies close to the airport were identified as well. These companies were visited 

by just walking in and asking for an interview by the owner. When succeeded, a hint 

or an idea for the next interview was asked. Five interviews in total were succeeded 

to be conducted.  

According to (Kaplinsky et al. 2003) three major categories of buyers exists in the 

value chain. The first group is a large scale, multi store retailers, such as Ikea. The 

second group is small scale retailers, purchasing from limited number of suppliers 

and countries. The third group is so called specialized medium sized buyers. They 

source from several countries and sell the products to retail outlets. 

The European markets for furniture varies in size and structure, country by country, 

notably on the dominance of multi store chains. As an example, German, French and 

UK furniture markets are dominated by multi store chains but in Italy, small 

independent retailers are dominant (Kaplinsky et al. 2003). Large scale buyers will 

be limited out of this study. 

CRITERIA FOR INTERVIEWEES: 

* Importing teak furniture from Jepara to the European market (Buyer) 

* Large scale buyers are limited out (such as Ikea)

* Exports teak furniture from Jepara to the European market (Supplier) 

* Have a relevant knowledge related to this study 

Both descriptive (Microsoft excel histograms, graphs and charts) and inferential 

statistics (chi tests, correlations and linear regressions) will be used to analyze the 

results. 

SWOT analysis (for qualitative data) will be used to examine the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats of SMFE´s in Jepara. 
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4.1. Interviews in Indonesia 

�

As a primary data collection method was used face to face semi-structured intensive 

interviews and e-mail interviews/ conversations.  

Five main themes in thematic note (annex 1) was followed, whenever it was possible. 

The main themes were: 

• Theme 1: Quality of furniture  

• Theme 2: Design of furniture 

• Theme 3: “Green” products  

• Theme 4: EU FLEGT, VPA, SVLK  

• Theme 5: Needs of the buyer/ improvements/ dream situation  

In addition to above mentioned five main themes, additional questions were planned 

in advance if needed.  

Interviews: 

• In total 29 interviews were conducted. List of interviewees in tables 1 and 2. 

• Interviewer in all interviews: Shingo Masuda 

• Interpreter, if used (Bahasa Indonesia-English): Sulthon Mohammad Amin 

• Recorder Olympus Linear PCM recorder LS-3. 

• 13,5 hours were recorded and transcribed. 

• Transcriptor: Ms Ajeng Putri Ajeng Miranti Putri, Forest Resources 

Conservation & Ecotourism Faculty of Forestry - Bogor Agricultural 

University (IPB) 
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Interviewee Status Country Organization Note '(�������

Pak Margono org Indonesia APKJ, 
Wood 
Industries 
Association 

Asosiasi 
Pengrajin 
Kecil Jepara 

�
����		�

Pak Sutarya org Indonesia UNISNU, 
University in 
Jepara 

Universitas 
Islam 
Nahdlatul 
Ulama  

����
�		�

Pak Andang org Indonesia AMKRI Asosiasi 
Mebel dan 
Kerajinan 
Indonesia 

�
����		�

Mr Burhan buyer Cyprus Entrepreneur Business ��	�����

Mr Purwanto 

S.U. 

gov Indonesia Department 
of Industry 

Dinas 
Perindustrian 
Dan 
Perdagangan 
Kalaupaten 
Jepara 

���	
�		�

Mr Sulthon org/business Indonesia APKJ Asosiasi 
Pengrajin 
Kecil Jepara 

��������

Mr Abdul 

Choliq 

org Indonesia Department 
of Forestry 

Government ��	��	��

Mr Nur 

Chamid 

owner Indonesia Entrepreneur Business ������		�

Ms. 

Florentina 

Budi 

gov Indonesia The office of 
industry and 
trade of 
Jepara 
regency 

Dinas 
Perindustrian 
Dan 
Perdagangan 
Kalaupaten 
Jepara 

�
��	�		�

Mr. Derek owner UK Cafe/ 
manufacture 

Business ��������

SVLK 

Workshop 

 Indonesia   ��������

Gusti 

Rudangga 

owner Indonesia Nusatrans Business ��	��

Ali Wisnawa owner Indonesia Kambuna 
Jaya 

Business �	��
�		�
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Interviewee Status Country Organization Note '(�������

Ms. Sasu 
Heikkilä 

Owner Finland Sasu´s 
playhouse 
Ltd 

Business ��*�(���

Mr. Wayan Owner Indonesia UD. Suryo 
Kencono 
Furniture 

Business �*�(��

Mr. Kaban 
Prabowo 

Owner Indonesia Abdi Jati Business �*�(���

Mr. Abdul Worker Indonesia Surya Cafe Business �*�(���

Mr. Marko 
Lehtosalo 

Senior 
inspector 

Finland Agency for 
Rural Affairs 

Government �

Ms. Ajeng 
Putri 

Student Indonesia IPB Bogor 
Agricultural 
University 

�*�(��

Mr. Bram 
Nugroho 

Student Indonesia IPB Bogor 
Agricultural 
University 

�*�(��

Mr. Abdul 
Latif 

Owner Indonesia CV. Mebel 
Jati Jepara 

Business �*�(���

Mr. Imam 
Basyki 

Owner Indonesia CV. Gran 
Int´l 
Indonesia 

Business �*�(���

Mr. Eyup 
Basar 

Owner Turkey PT. 
Indovation 
Rattan&Teak 
Furniture 

Business �*�(��

Mr. Sergio 
Minotti 

Owner Turkey Atlanteak Business �*�(��

Mr. George 
Dent 

Owner USA Tockahoe 
Hardwoods 

Business �*�(���

Mr. Agus 
Djailani 

Leader Indonesia MFP Multistakeholder 
Forestry 
Programme  

	"�*�(��

Ms. Florence 
Tarniquet 

Owner France Entrepreneur Business �*�(���

Ms. 
Pecquery 

Owner France PT. Pondok 
Padi Design 

Business �"�*�(���

Mr. Dewa 
Purnama 

Officer Indonesia Department 
of Trade, 
Bali 

Gov. Org. �*�(��

�

�
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As a secondary data source was used literature and websites. 

• EU FLEGT website (http://www.euflegt.efi.int) 

• Indonesian License unit website (http://silk.dephut.go.id/) 

• Previous studies 

• Jepara district government 

4.2. Survey in Indonesia 

�

Two questionnaires were used (see annex 16). One to be used at an international 

trade fair, “Trade Expo International (TEI)”, which was held on 8.10.2014-

12.10.2014. The other to be used in all other interviews. 

Both questionnaires had same eight first questions. At TEI, if buyer did not have 

business in Jepara, question number eight was the last question. Questions number 

nine and further, were closely related to furniture business especially in Jepara 

district. 

A survey was conducted on four consecutive days. The aim was to get in touch with 

international buyers and get answers for at least eight furniture business related 

questions. If the buyer had business relation to Jepara as well, five additional 

questions were asked.  

Two assistants, local forestry students, were hired as assistants to conduct the survey 

at TEI. During two hours training session prior to exhibition, background of study, 

objectives of the survey, and the action plan were looked over (see annex 17). 

Assistants were wearing their own clothes, cozy but businesslike. They also held a 

paper, on which were written a text “University of Helsinki, survey”. Assistants 

stopped potential customers and asked to fill in the survey if they were a foreign 

furniture buyer. 
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At TEI, twenty seven international buyers in total filled in the survey (see table 3). 

One survey answer was disqualified, due to unclear writing.  
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4.3. Statistical and SWOT analyses 

�

Statistic material concerning furniture export from Jepara was received from 

Department of Industry, Trade, Cooperative and Refund of Jepara Regency. The 

figures were given for years 2003-2013 and included the total number of exporters, 

exported value of goods and exported weight of the goods (see annex 2). 

SWOT analysis is a tool that identifies the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats of an organization. SWOT can be seen as a straightforward model that 

assesses what an organization should or should not do. It also assesses potential 

opportunities and threats.  

SWOT analysis can be carried out for a various things, such as organizations, 

products, services, industry or person. In this study SWOT analysis was used to 

specify the objective of the business venture and to identify the internal and external 

factors that are favorable or unfavorable to achieve that objective. Factors that are 

considered in SWOT analysis are:  

• Strengths: characteristics of the business that give it an advantage over 

competitors. 
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• Weaknesses: characteristics that place the business at a disadvantage relative 

to competitors.  

• Opportunities: elements that the business could use to its advantage  

• Threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the business  

5. Results 

Interviews were semi-structured and followed a thematic note (annex 1). Thematic 

note was adjusted in advance whenever needed to suit the interviewee´s specific 

scope.  Notable is that theme number 3, “green products” was discussed sparsely. 

Respondents either just ignored this theme or responded very shortly. Instead, theme 

number 4, furniture business related policies, were discussed widely. For the 

interviewer this was understandable, that limited time was focused on the most recent 

topics. Some respondent also commented that first come legal issues, then 

sustainability and “green” issues. “At a moment there is no time and energy to think 

such issues”. 

5.1. State of business in Jepara, Indonesia 

�

 “Art inside the furniture”, furniture from Jepara are not just furniture, they are also 

piece of art (Sulthon, 2014). At a moment Jepara furniture industry is going through 

a transition phase, where traditional skills are still present, but simultaneously 

industry is trying to either penetrate into new markets or fight against decline. 

Industry is producing more minimalist designs, simple outdoor furniture, bigger 

number of bulk products and so on (Chamid, 2014). It is to say, becoming closer to 

mass production, high efficiency production. Special wood carving skills are less 

appreciated, at least for export markets. As one of the producers mentioned: “buyers 

are moving to bigger suppliers, not buying anymore from smaller producers. Big 

producers are faster, better in design and more reliable”.  
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According to final report of CIFOR FVC project, lack of marketing skills and a 

shortage of raw materials were the main problems facing producers of wooden 

furniture for the export market. As undersigned understands, this finding is based on 

opinions of local businesses. Based on discussions and interviews with foreign 

buyers, reliability on production time and quality issues seemed to be higher weighed 

problems. 

On the other hand, according to the survey of this study, respondents had been in 

business for 14 years in average. New comer was only one respondent, out of – 

which might indicate, that there really is a mismatch in international marketing. 

Trade fairs abroad and the Indonesian exhibitors on those, should be re-evaluated. 

These trade fairs are one of the main arenas to get new customers, and lack of new 

buyers might be a sign that Indonesian exhibitors are not displaying in the best 

possible way. Related to this thinking, it could be fruitful to assess and analyze the 

Vietnam´s displays on international trade fairs. Vietnam is one of the greatest 

expander on international wooden furniture markets.

Especially producers specialized in outdoor furniture production, seem to suffer of 

seasonality of orders (Chamid, 2014). This is understandable if the producer has 

buyers e.g. only from Europe. Outdoor products are ordered only once a year, and 

sold during short period.  

5.2. Export data 

�

The export data was collected from Department of Industry, Trade, Cooperative and 

Refund of Jepara.  Figure 6. illustrate that the total exported value of wooden 

furniture from Jepara has been relatively steady in between years 2003-2013. Instead, 

the total exported amount in weight has declined slightly. 
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In figure 7 is shown how the value of the exported furniture, valuated by weight, has 

increased from approx. 2 USD/kg to 3,5 USD/kg in ten years. At a same time, the 

total number of exporting companies has declined from 325 to 219.  
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5.3. Survey at Trade Expo International (TEI) 

An international trade fair, Trade Expo International (TEI) was held in Jakarta 

8.10.2014-12.10.2014. The exhibition showcases Indonesian export products from 

industrial, mining, agricultural and craft sectors. TEI has attracted approximately 

10.000 visitors from 100 countries annually. Total trade transactions have been 

valued at around 900 million USD.  

In question 1 was asked the type of furniture business the respondent represented. It 

was relevant to understand whether the buyer was a wholesaler or a retailer. In a case 

the buyer is a wholesaler, one need to consider the requirements set by another 

professional buyer. In a case, where the buyer is just retailing, one need to consider 

only the requirements set by final consumer. 78.3% of respondents had wholesale 

activities. Several buyers had both activities and only 21.7% were just retailers. This 

structure is presented in figure 1.
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Export value EUR/ year was asked in question 2. In figure 9 is presented average 

export value of the buyer from Indonesia and from Jepara. 24 buyers reported as total 

value from Indonesia 17.322 500 Euros. In average the each buyer valued 721.771 

Euros per year, 60.148 Euros per month.  
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In question number 2 was also asked the share of outdoor and indoor furniture of the 

total value. Additionally, indoor furniture was divided into carved furniture and non-

carved furniture as can be seen in figure 10. Outdoor furniture represented 55.0%, 

furniture without carvings 31.8% and furniture with carvings the rest, 13.2%.
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Order of importance of features of furniture supplier in Indonesia was asked in 

question 3. Eight features were asked to be put on an order of importance for the 

buyer. Answer options were design, price-quality ratio, being "green" 

(environmentally sustainable), delivery time, language skills,� legality certification, 

good website and the origin of a raw material respectively. In figure 11 the features 

are put in an order of importance, the most important feature on the top. To show the 

average importance expressed by the interviewees, each order of importance was 

scored. The most important feature received eight points and the least one received 

one point. Points were calculated all together and divided by number of respondents.   
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An awareness of furniture related policies was asked in question 4. Answer options 

were very well, well, rather well, poorly and not at all. Very well knew 34.6% of 

respondents and well 38.5%. Rather well, poorly and not at all 7.7%, 3.8% and 

15.4% respectively. In figure 12 one can see, that less than a quarter knows poorly or 

not at all furniture related policies.  
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In question number 5 the buyers were asked to imagine a business situation. The 

buyer was explained a situation where there were already a competitor selling 

certified furniture at respondents home market. The respondent had to figure out how 

much cheaper he or she would have to be, when selling non-certified products at a 

same market. Products are supposed to be exactly the same other ways, only the 

certification is the difference.  

Answer options were no need to be cheaper, need to be 5% cheaper, 15% cheaper 

and 25% or more cheap. 58.8% of respondents expressed, that there would be no 

need to sell with a cheaper price than the certified products are sold, see figure 33. 

How well do you know wooden furniture related policies, such 

as EU FLEGT and SVLK? 
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“How much would you appreciate the possibility to combine products from several 

suppliers, into the same shipping container?” was asked in question number 6.  

72.7% would appreciate “very much” or “much”. “Moderately” appreciated 13.6%. 

“Not so much” or “not at all” 18.1%, see figure 14.  
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Need to be cheaper when selling non-certified furniture
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Also the “business age” was asked by the interviewees in question 7. Average 

“business age” in furniture business overall and especially in Jepara is described in 

Table 4.  
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Last mutual question for all respondents was question 8. The buyer was asked 

whether he or she was buying products from Jepara or has he or she bought before. 

56.5% answered “yes” and questionnaire was continued with these buyers, table 5.  
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In question 9, the buyers were asked to grade how well the suppliers in Jepara 

understand their needs as a furniture buyer. In figure 15 are the answers of the 

buyers. 
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In table 6 is presented the perception of price-quality ration of teak furniture in 

Jepara (question 10). Answer options were excellent, very good, good, moderate and 

poor. None of the respondents answered “poor”.

�
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Diversity of teak furniture designs was asked in question 11. See table 7. The 

answers were close to ones in previous question but “excellent” was given by 0% 

and “poor” by 20%. 
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As a final question, specifically related to Jepara was question number 12. In the 

question we asked how well new teak furniture designs are introduced to buyer. 

Answers varied widely, see table 8.  
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The interviewees were also asked would they be willing to give a deeper interview at 

later time. Nobody was willing to do that, but 38% promised to be available via E-

mail. 63% answered that they are not interested. See table 9. 
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5.4. Furniture sector associations 

�

The question about furniture sector association was not included in interviews´ 

themes, neither in the methods, due to a lack of understanding of its importance, 

when the structure of interviews were planned. During the interviews several 

interviewees raised the topic on the agenda, thus light analysis is conducted here. 
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At a moment (10.12.2015) there are two main nationwide associations, representing 

furniture and handicrafts industry namely ASMINDO, (Asosiasi Industri Permebelan 

& Kerajinan) and AMKRI (Asosiasi Mebel dan Kerajinan Rotan Indonesia).  

ASMINDO was established in 1988 with vision and missions (Source: 

http://timberindonesia.org): 

1. Participating in creating climate of Indonesia economic development as stated 

in General Blueprint of National Development. 

2. Building and developing desire, activity and interest of Indonesia 

manufacturers in the furniture and handicraft industrial sector. 

3. Creating and developing healthy business climate, which enables every 

businessmen to take participation in. 

4. Protecting the members interest, ranging from supplying of raw materials, 

processing, and distribution to promotion. 

ASMINDO has a long history and interesting detail is that current president of 

Indonesia have had been a chair of the association. Later it has been criticized e.g. 

about misuse of political power and favoring some members of the association.   

AMKRI was established by former members of ASMINDO, due to severe 

disagreements related to profit sharing and member´s equity issues. Vision and 

missions of the new association were nearly the same as listed above (ASMINDO´s 

vision and missions).  

Both associations organize international furniture exhibitions one to two times a 

year. IFFINA-expo organized by ASMINDO used to be in Jakarta´s main trade fair 

and congress center, Jakarta Expo Kemayoran. The competing exhibitions were 

organized in consecutive weeks, at a same place, for a couple of times. Board 

members of AMKRI succeeded to pressure the congress center to deny the entry by 

ASMINDO. Anonymous interviewee knew that relationships were involved in this 

issue. ASMINDO was forced to organize own exhibition at outdoor venue.  
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At an international trade fair, Trade Expo International (TEI) in Jakarta 8.10.2014-

12.10.2014, where our survey was conducted, lack The confusing situation in 

Indonesia might be an advance for other exhibition organizers. (Andang, P.  2014.) 

The Association of Small Scale Producers in Jepara (Asosiasi Pengrajin Kecil Jepara, 

APKJ) was established by the Furniture Value Chains Project (FVC), launched by 

CIFOR. The aim was to facilitate the access to market and to upgrade the SMFE´s 

status. APKJ has been working on collective actions, such as gaining support from 

the government and collective certifications. Collective action approach could be a 

key element to empower SMFE´s. APKJ received Indonesia’s first collective timber 

legality assurance system (SVLK) -license, an obligatory certification system agreed 

by the Indonesian government. (Purnomo et al. 2013.) 

(Melati et al. 2010) describes that APKJ has a chair person, a secretary, a treasurer, 

and coordinators in charge of human resources, raw materials, finance and 

marketing. When I was interviewing the chair person of APKJ, he was the only part 

time employee. The chair was compensated for his activities at association but 

information related to salary or working hours of other board members was not given 

to the interviewer. APKJ embodies more than 120 small scale furniture producers in 

Jepara area. The work was concentrated on supporting SMFE´s in the access to 

financial institutions, providing trainings, design development and negotiation skills. 

Collective action is seen to support the access to information and empowering 

SMFE´s by creating a safety network for them. APKJ also believes that by collective 

work, several constrains for SMFE´s can be addressed, such as unsustainable raw 

material sources, exporters taking unfair value added, gender imbalances, delivery 

time and quality issues (Margono, P. 2014). 

of international buyers was notable. Several exhibitors were complaining about the 

situation. As an explanation were considered the competing trade fairs in March. 

Especially the competition between two associations and two nearly simultaneous 

trade fairs were considered confusing for the foreign buyers.  
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Early spring is a high season for international furniture and decoration exhibitions. 

Fair centers around the world are competing of visitors. There are also remarkable 

international exhibitions arranged nearby Indonesia, in Singapore and Philippines.  
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5.5. SWOT analysis 

The conducted SWOT analyze of furniture business in Jepara lead to the following 

findings, see table 10. 
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STRENGTHS  

-SVLK clinics  

-Government support  

-International support  

-Jepara in good location 

-Several NGO:s  

-Community forestry and certifications  

-Timing, growing awareness of sustainability 

WEAKNESSES 

 -Pioneer, problems in implementing  

-“pusing”, time consuming  

-lack of skills to keep record  

-“Inexperienced officers”  

-Slow implementation  

-Inconsistent governance  

-Timing, economic slow down  

OPPORTUNITIES  

-Pioneer, potential advantage  

-Reducing illegal logging  

-Improving social conditions  

-Environmental benefits  

-Sustainable forestry  

-Sustainable development  

-Transition from OEM to ODM  

-Positive image  

THREATS  

-Collective SVLK: bankruptcy of a member 

 -Inspection costs  

-EU failure to enforce EU TR  

-Corruption  

-Business concentrating on bigger companies 

 -Less employees needed  

-Less handmade skills needed  

-Currency -fluctuation, especially the price of 

fuel  

-Raw material availability and price  
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6. Discussion 

�

Lifestyle in Jepara, among small scale businesses is relaxed and differs significantly 

from e.g. Jakarta and other busy business centers. Meetings for interviews were 

mostly agreed at “morning”, “noon” or “afternoon”, prompt time hardly ever 

happened and meetings could last for several hours. Different kind of disturbances 

during meetings was typical. By disturbances I mean such as employees interrupting 

with questions, sounds of machinery, praying announcements etc. This kind of 

environment to do business in, does not suit for all business buyers. In western 

countries buyers are used to prompt timing, efficient meetings without disturbances. 

It is possible that competing countries such as Vietnam and China has better 

understood this point, and they are offering foreign buyers the service they eager. 

This might be one reason for a fact that Indonesia has lost some market share on 

furniture business.  

There are several factors influencing on furniture business. Not only the service, 

price and quality but also new emerging markets in Asia such as Korea, Malaysia, 

India and Singapore but also seasonal fashion are changing the dynamics of the 

business. At a same time, rising production costs in Indonesia set a challenge, 

especially for small scale entrepreneurs. There is no single, simple solution or market 

strategy which would solve these problems.  

Overall, furniture business in Jepara is in a rapid transition phase. Business is more 

concentrating on bigger business units but at a same time, buyers appreciate better 

service, such as combined containers. Combined container means here, that one 

container is filled with products from several producers, instead of only one 

company. This is understandable through a trend of minimizing the stock values of 

warehouses of importing companies. Also improved logistics and efficient ordering 

applications appear in smaller individual orders and shipments in western countries. 

This reflects directly into international orders. Share of outdoor furniture is greater 

than the indoor furniture and at a same time, more minimalist design seems to be a 

trend at a moment. New businesses, such as tourism, café and entertainment attract 

new entrepreneurs in Jepara.  
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To be competitive at international markets, differentiating and understanding the 

difference between domestic and international business could be a first step to focus 

the business efficiently. Differences concerns not only the products, but requirements 

of quality of the raw material, the quality of finished products, additional services by 

producers, pricing, design and color, just to mention a few. At a moment, at least 

among smaller producers, this focusing seems to be inadequate. Domestic markets 

are undervalued and overseas markets are desired. Overseas business is expected to 

be big in volume and profitable. At a same time, above mentioned differences 

between domestic and international markets are not considered properly. 

It was not purpose of interviews to outline the differences between international and 

domestic markets. Despite this, it turned out that there are several differences. 

International markets seem to prefer mid to high quality products, with lesser wood 

carvings. Domestic markets are demanding lower quality products, thus the cheapest 

products. Both domestic and South East Asian markets are demanding heavily 

carved products. These descriptions are highly simplified, but illustrative. 

One could conclude that producing and marketing teak furniture and products is not 

just a similar business, to which a single business strategy could be developed. 

Business has to be categorized into smaller specific segments, based on target 

customers and quality/ price level and naturally the capacity of the producing 

company. 

Also an issue seems to be the seasonality of the business. This is probably the most 

obvious in outdoor furniture business. Producing might concentrate in a few months, 

up to six months per year. Rest of the year might be filled with occasional, random 

orders. This situation cannot afford to keep a regular permanent working stuff, nor 

permanent management or marketing people. 

Several interviewees indicated, unofficially, that state owned forest company named 

Perhutani, has practically a monopoly on teak plantations and markets. Perhutani is 

controlling the price level and availability of raw material but at a same time, selling 

also own finished products, such as outdoor furniture and therefore competing with 

its own customers. This seems to be an issue, which is a thorn in a flesh of private 

furniture businesses but rarely criticized openly. 
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Center for International Forest Research (CIFOR) launched a plantation program in 

Jepara to grow locally teak raw material for furniture business in Jepara in 2007. 

CIFOR supported land owners at initiating phase of plantations by offering 

education, fertilizers for two years and 1000 seedlings. Unfortunately at a time of 

visit to these plantations, land owners were not happy with the condition of the 

plantations. Landowners were complaining that silvicultural operations were stopped 

after a couple of years, due to a lack of skills and money. I visited only two out of 

nine trial plantations, therefore this interpretation is not robust. Forest experts 

interviewed in Bogor, working for CIFOR, were proud of this trial and I was shown 

several pictures from a very beginning phase of setting up the plantations.  

When asked by the experts about the strengths of Jepara furniture industry, “solid 

teak” and “carving skills” were the answers. Based on other interviews on the ground 

this might have been out dated perception. Solid teak and strong carving skills have 

been the features which made once Jepara famous all around the world. In 

Indonesian domestic markets this is the case even nowadays and there is a demand 

for carved solid teak wood products. But, leaning on the traditional thinking when 

targeting to the western market, can be harmful. International buyers at Tradexpo 

were more interested in less carved furniture and did not care that much about 

species, when they were seeking for indoor furniture.  

Paraserianthes falcataria (sengon), fast growing timber species is often preferred to 

be planted in Jepara, compared to teak. Rotation time of sengon is short, less than 10 

years where the rotation time of teak is much longer. Since longer rotations mean a 

longer-investment period, shorter rotation species are often selected in poorer areas 

(Cossalter, C. & Pye-Smith, C. 2003). At a same time, a demand for sengon has 

increased seemingly. Not the smallest reason for that is construction boom in Japan 

after the latest tsunami in 2011. Interviewees claimed that it is a trend in Jepara to cut 

and utilize teak, when it is still too young. This is visible at showrooms of furniture 

sellers, where very light colored teak is used for producing furniture. Light color and 

narrow lumber indicates that the raw material used is very young. This could be a 

consequence of shifting young teak plantations into sengon plantation. It was also 

said that weather resistance of such a young teak is very poor.  
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According to buyer´s at Trade Expo International, usually a buyer needs to order a 

full container at a time from one supplier. One could believe that it (bigger order) is 

an advantage for the supplier, but situation is often not that. It would be more 

desirable for smaller suppliers to have smaller orders at a time, but evenly throughout 

the year. Big orders at a time cause often a need to get loan from bank to cover raw 

material and employee costs. Big orders also require a bigger storage area, resulting 

in need to rent or build an extra area. On the other hand, buyer has a better 

opportunity to buy from small producers, when there is a possibility to fit in a 

container, products from several suppliers. Especially this is valuable, when initiating 

business relationship. In a very beginning of business relationship, placing a big 

order and paying deposit for that could be considered risky. Notable is that also very 

big European buyers were interested in this possibility. Combined shipment would 

be a profitable way to expand the range of products, regardless of the size of the 

buyer.  

At a same time at Trade Expo International, there was another survey conductor, 

from “Multi-stakeholder forestry program”. This might have had an effect on number 

of survey answers. Some buyers, who had already filled in the “competitors” survey, 

were not anymore willing to fill in our survey. Over all, amount of “western-looking” 

visitors was low, compared to domestic and Asian visitors. Several exhibitors were 

also complaining about low number of foreign buyers. 

Outdoor furniture producers in Jepara were complaining that they are experiencing 

annually long periods without orders. Foreign outdoor furniture buyers are placing 

their orders only once a year. After receiving the big order, a schedule for finishing 

the products is tight, sometimes only a few months. Furniture producer is forced to 

hire temporal workers, when skills and motivation of workers might be lower 

compared to long term, fixed employees. 

Perception of legality is also an issue to be discussed. During a visit to a saw mill, 

specialized in rose wood, the owner of the mill was very convincing when he was 

talking about legality of his business. All the products were exported to China. 

Processes in the factory were well developed, bookkeeping and individual timber 

piece labelling system were in place. Also photographing was allowed, which 

expressed open and legal atmosphere. Later, when interviewing an expert of timber 
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business, the expert claimed that some of the products in pictures are “100% illegal” 

to be exported from Indonesia. Indonesian law sets strict limits on measures and 

minimum level of value add/ processing for legal export.  

Finnish company owner, who was interviewed in a very beginning of this study, had 

over ten year experience on furniture business. The buyer of the company travelled 

regularly to Indonesia and Jepara to find new products and to negotiate on prices. 

The owner was aware of FLEGT action plan and Indonesian timber legality 

assurance system. Understanding of both schemes was limited and the interviewee 

clamed, that the situation in Indonesia was the same. Informing at least small scale 

businesses about changing regulations in Indonesia seemed to be insufficient and 

created uncertainty among small scale businesses. 

Among interviewees in Indonesia, there were varying perceptions of SVLK auditing. 

An interval of audits and costs of auditing was understood differently. All the 

respondents had a perception, that it is “expensive”. Audits are conducted by 

accredited private organizations. I was not able to conduct an interview on such 

organization but I was informed unofficially, that small business are audited every 

second year and bigger businesses annually. A cost of audition is around 15 million 

rupiahs (approx. 1050eur) plus costs of a travel and an accommodation.  

At SVLK workshop held in Jepara were present furniture business related 

stakeholders and decision makers. Audience included representatives from local 

governance, furniture producers and chair of APKJ to mention a few. For a western 

observer the atmosphere of the meeting was slightly chaotic. In a small room, packed 

full with nearly 50 people, people were walking around, chatting and speaking on a 

phone, while somebody was having a presentation. Talks were long and intensive, 

some even emotional. Different culture means naturally different habits, but it 

seemed to be challenging to get the voice heard. The program begun over an hour 

late and took nearly three hours. After the workshop, one of interviewees commented 

that only outcome of the meeting was that it was announced that small scale furniture 

producers had one year extension on implementing SVLK. Attending to this meeting 

helped to understand how challenging and time consuming it can be to implement 

new regulations. 
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7. Conclusions / recommendations 

�

Furniture producers in Jepara are very proud of their skills and home area. This 

should be taken as an advantage and concretized. Furniture and other products made 

in Jepara should be productized with e.g. “Asli Jepara”-type product name. This 

would require a strong contribution by local association, e.g. APKJ, to promote the 

product name. To promote this kind of product name, well maintained web page with 

local stories and chain of custody of wooden products would be a crucial element. At 

a moment the common web page of Jepara furniture producers is not functioning 

properly. The strengths of furniture producers in Jepara are handmade skills, 

imagination and ability to satisfy special demands set by international buyers. This 

creates an opportunity to become a well-known trade mark.  

Business in Jepara has strongly concentrated on teak furniture. When producing for 

foreign markets, does teak timber as a species give any value added? Probably teak 

could be replaced at least for indoor use, by acacia, sesam or other more feasible 

timber species? At a moment it seems to be that price of teak is increasing and also 

availability of high quality teak is weakening. Role of governmental forest company, 

Perhutani, should be studied to understand how much it is affecting on a raw material 

availability and pricing. At a moment Perhutani is controlling the majority of mature 

teak plantations in Indonesia. Perhutani is also running a company producing teak 

furniture, which might raise a question of raw material availability and equitability.  

First step to improve viability of small scale business is to understand own strengths 

and limitations, then concentrate on chosen strategy. These strategies should be 

different for each of following business categories: 

Big businesses which are able to handle export business by itself, at least one 

container per month; 

• concentrated on outdoor furniture 

• concentrated on indoor furniture, minimalist and/or little 

carvings 
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• concentrated on indoor furniture, with more complicated 

woodcarvings 

Small businesses which are not able to handle export business by itself; 

• concentrated on outdoor furniture 

• concentrated on indoor furniture, minimalist and/or little 

carvings 

• concentrated on indoor furniture, with more complicated 

woodcarvings 

Each of the small company cannot and should not try to become a big player. 

Potential strategy for small scale furniture business in Jepara is to stay small, flexible 

and specialized. Local association, such as APKJ, should create a network, in which 

it would be possible to fill in a single container with interesting products produced by 

several small operators. Idea of “combined container” was strongly supported by 

most of the interviewed international buyers. To be able to coordinate this kind of 

work, APKJ needs stronger support by government, at least in a beginning phase. At 

least one employee should be hired to coordination work and to maintain mutual web 

portal. 

Potential innovation for small businesses would be to develop “fixed bulk products”. 

These products should be simple basic products, e.g. minimalistic stools, highly 

standardized and with a competitive price. These products would be used as a “filler” 

for the shipments. In a most of cases shipping containers are not filled in full, 

therefore the capacity is not used as it could be. A reason for this in most of the cases 

is the difficulty to estimate an exact volume of the finished products. A risk that all 

ordered and paid goods do not fit into the container, cannot be taken. Any furniture 

producer in Jepara could produce these products, whenever they are out of other 

orders. APKJ could collect products, store them and handle the accounting. At any 

time, when filling in the container, an empty space could be filled with these “bulk 

products”.  
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Combined to this idea, “micro financing by a raw material” should be studied. 

Instead of financing with cash, in this model the financing would be done by offering 

a certain amount of raw material, e.g. teak wood. An advantage for the producer is 

that by producing fixed bulk products, they could offer job more evenly, even they 

would not have an order to be delivered at that moment.  

In a survey the average time the buyer had been doing business in Indonesia was 

relatively high. On the other way around, this means that “young” and new buyers 

are missing. This leads to a conclusion that an international marketing abroad has not 

been adequate. Further studies are therefore necessary to analyze centric international 

fairs such as Singapore, Frankfurt, Stockholm and Manila furniture exhibitions and 

develop new strategies on how to promote Indonesian products and attract buyers to 

visit Indonesia.  

Also a deep analysis of main competitors is needed to identify main reasons for 

losing market share during the last decade. Especially the Vietnam furniture industry 

should be analyzed thoroughly. Vietnam is producing similar products from wood, is 

located in South East Asia and is also a developing country, but has succeeded to 

increase their global market share steadily for last ten years. Good understanding of 

transition from OEM to ODM and government policy to support investments to 

modern machinery should be studied.  

FLEGT Action Plan, VPA negotiations and implementing SVLK have been a 

significant burden for small scale businesses in Indonesia. Many advanced routines 

have been initiated due to new requirements set by SVLK. Forest management plans 

for all certified forests, transporting licensing system and chain of custody 

requirements to mention a few. These investments have not only reduced illegal 

forest products trade but also improved efficiency and feasibility of industry. Next 

phase should be payback time for these investments made by businesses, as targeted 

in VPA´s. FLEGT-licensing scheme has now initiated and it is supposed to give an 

advantage for Indonesian wood products, compared to other countries. If the goods 

are FLEGT-certified, the requirement of EUTR to have a due diligence system for 

each shipment is excluded. This means that rigorous and uniform implementation of 
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EUTR by EU member states is crucial to guarantee the advantage for FLEGT-

licensed products.  

While looking after for more efficient ways to work and improve strategies to 

survive in highly competed business environment, it is valuable and important to 

maintain the traditional wood carving skills as well. A strategy to maintain these 

skills need to be developed separately. A further study is needed to understand how 

to improve competitiveness of small scale furniture industry in Jepara, without losing 

cultural heritage of wood carving skills.  
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Annex 2.  

LIST OF CONDUCTED INTERVIEWS         

     RECORDED INTERVIEWS      

Date Tim

e n

o 

Interviewe

r 

Translator Interviewee Status Country Organization  Place Duration 

25.9.2014 10:0

0 

1 Shingo Sulthon Pak Margono org Indonesia APKJ, Wood Industries  

Association 

 Asosiasi Pengrajin  

Kecil Jepara 

Jepara 56:48:00 

27.9.2014 11:0

0 

2 Shingo Sulthon Pak Sutarya org Indonesia UNISNU, University  

in Jepara 

Universitas Islam  

Nahdlatul Ulama  

Jepara 52:56:00 

29.9.2014 9:00 3 Shingo non Pak Andang org Indonesia AMKRI Asosiasi Mebel dan 

Kerajinan Indonesia 

Jepara 56:43:00 

29.9.2014 19:0

0 

4 Shingo non Mr Burhan buyer Cyprus   Jepara 1:07:17 

2.10.2014 8:00 5 Shingo Sulthon Mr Purwanto S.U. gov Indonesia Department 

of Industry 

Dinas Perindustrian 

Dan Perdagangan 

Kalaupaten Jepara 

Jepara 39:06:00 

2.10.2014 10:0

0 

6 Shingo non Mr Sulthon org/busines Indonesia APKJ  Asosiasi Pengrajin  

Kecil Jepara 

Jepara 1:32.24 

3.10.2014 9:00 7 Shingo Sulthon Mr Abdul Choliq org Indonesia Department  

of  

Forestry 

 Jepara 1:09:08 

6.11.2014 14.3

0 

8 Shingo Sulthon Mr Nur Chamid owner Indonesia Company Business Jepara 42:27:00 

12.11.201

4 

9:00 9 Shingo Sulthon Ms. Florentina Budi gov Indonesia The office of industry 

and trade of Jepara 

regency 

Dinas Perindustrian 

Dan Perdagangan 

Kalaupaten Jepara 

Jepara 56:20:00 

12.11.201

4 

12:0

0 

1

0 

Shingo non Mr. Derek owner UK Cafe/ manufacture  Jepara 1:17:59 

13.11.201

4 

9:00 1

1 

Shingo non SVLK Workshop  Indonesia   Jepara 3:12:11 

19.11.201

4 

12:0

0 

1

2 

Shingo non Gusti Rudangga owner Indonesia Nusatrans Business Bali 4:07 

20.11.201

4 

16:0

0 

1

3 

Shingo non Ali Wisnawa owner Indonesia Kambuna Jaya Business Bali 40:36:00 
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     NON RECORDED INTERVIEWS      

           

1.8.2014 11:0

0 

1

4 

Shingo non Ms. Sasu Heikkilä Owner Finland Sasu´s playhouse Ltd Business Porvoo 2 hours 

24.9.2014 10:0

0 

1

5 

Shingo Sulthon Mr. Wayan Owner Indonesia UD. Suryo Kencono 

Furniture 

Business Jepara 1hour 

26.9.2014 19:0

0 

1

6 

Shingo non Mr. Kaban Prabowo Owner Indonesia Abdi Jati Business Jepara 2hours 

1.10.2014 14:0

0 

1

7 

Shingo non Mr. Abdul Worker Indonesia Surya Cafe  Jepara 3hours 

7.10.2014 0:27 1

8 

Shingo non Mr. Marko 

Lehtosalo 

Officer Finland MAVI/ FLEGT Gov. Org.   

10.10.201

4 

11:0

0 

1

9 

Shingo non Ms. Ajeng Putri Student Indonesia IPB Bogor Agricultural  

University 

Jakarta 1hour 

10.10.201

4 

11:0

0 

2

0 

Shingo non Mr. Bram Nugroho Student Indonesia IPB Bogor Agricultural  

University 

Jakarta 1hour 

5.11.2014 14:0

0 

2

1 

Shingo Sulthon Mr. Abdul Latif Owner Indonesia CV. Mebel Jati Jepara Business Jepara 2hours 

8.11.2014 13:0

0 

2

2 

Shingo Sulthon Mr. Imam Basyki Owner Indonesia CV. Gran Int´l 

Indonesia 

Business Jepara 2hours 

10.11.201

4 

17:0

0 

2

3 

Shingo non Mr. Eyup Basar Owner Turkey PT. Indovation  

Rattan&Teak Furniture 

Business Jepara 1hour 

10.11.201

4 

18:0

0 

2

4 

Shingo non Mr. Sergio Minotti Owner Turkey Atlanteak Business Jepara 1hour 

11.11.201

4 

14:0

0 

2

5 

Shingo non Mr. George Dent Owner USA Tockahoe Hardwoods Business Jepara 3hours 

13.11.201

4 

9:00 2

6 

Shingo non Mr. Agus Djailani Leader Indonesia MFP Multistakeholder  

Forestry 

Programme  

Jepara 0,5hour 

18.11.201

4 

12:0

0 

2

7 

Shingo non Ms. Florence 

Tarniquet 

Owner France Entrepreneur Business Seminy

ak 

2hours 

19.11.201

4 

9:00 2

8 

Shingo non Ms. Pecquery Owner France PT. Pondok Padi Design Business Mas 1,5hours 

20.11.201

4 

11:0

0 

2

9 

Shingo non Mr. Dewa Purnama Officer Indonesia Department of Trade, 

Bali 

Gov. Org. Denpas

ar 

1hour 
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Annex 5. 

Recordings of interviewes and transcriptions availbale upon a request. 


